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PCI DSS ASV

Ongoing PCI DSS Compliance Requirements
Maintain adherence through conducting the mandatory internal and external network vulnerability scans.

Meet your ASV needs: Reflare’s strategic alliance with Dot.Bit delivers cost-effective PCI DSS ASV solutions for 
your technologies and teams. Our integrated training and audit offering helps you achieve your security 
requirements.

Discuss How Our PCI DSS ASV Compliance 
Solutions Can Support Your Organisation

 Contact our dedicated support team at:  support@reflare.com

Who is PCI DSS ASV for?

Organisations subject to PCI DSS compliance must meet requirement 11.2, 
which states “Run internal and external network vulnerability scans at least 
quarterly and after any significant change in the network (such as new 
system component installations, changes in network topology, firewall rule 
modifications, product upgrades)”.

In addition, if there are any external networks and systems involved in your 
PCI landscape fulfilling PCI DSS requirement 11.2.2 is mandatory - 
“Perform quarterly external vulnerability scans, via an Approved Scanning 
Vendor (ASV) approved by the Payment Card Industry Security Standards 
Council (PCI SSC). Perform rescans as needed, until passing scans are 
achieved”.

How Do We Help?

Our team and partners can act as an ASV to your organisation and make 
sure that you meet your compliance needs.

With reasonable pricing, and ease of deployment, automatic scans are a 
great first line of defence against common errors and overlooked security 
issues. By scanning regularly, you can ensure that your organisation does 
not leave the proverbial back door open by accident in addition to meeting 
your regulatory requirements.

To reduce your worries, Reflare and Dot.Bit have come up with check-and-
forget ASVs services. Keeping track of the schedule, alerting you on high-
risk vulnerabilities, and guiding you through remediations, our services 
cover all that and more. We take ASVs off your plate so you can focus on 
more business-critical activities.

We ensure your scans will be done on time, every time. Should something 
adverse show up, we will provide the remediations to fix, and do the re-
scan. 

With our partnership, you will meet your certification requirements.
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